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EV3: Coke, Coupons, & Capital-Intensity
Last week I saw a tweet about Groupon. As a technology investor, it’s a story so gruesome - like a bad car accident 
on the side of the highway - that it’s almost impossible to look the other way. On a long flight home from Brazil, I 
eventually fell down my usual rabbit hole… are coupons a good business?

Coupons 101
In one of my favorite of his speeches, Warren Buffett explained the thinking behind putting 20% of Berkshire’s 
portfolio into Coca Cola stock in 1989:

“At the time we bought Coca Cola just two years ago, we bought 7% of the company. We 
paid $1b, so we were essentially paying $14b for the whole thing. Now, if Philip Morris were 
to buy Coca Cola that day, they would have paid $30b. But Coca Cola wouldn’t have sold it 
for that. And you wouldn’t have sold it for that. The company was actually repurchasing 
stock at the time, so, in effect, they’re buying for you. They’re buying out your partners, at 
50 cents on the dollar or less, which is a magnificent sort of business…” 
 
”It’s an easy business, there’s no doubt about it - you can sit down in five minutes - I mean, 
everybody here understands Coca Cola. There are 660 million eight-ounce servings of 
Coca Cola products being served around the world today. So in effect, we’ve got a 45 
million soft drink business with our 7%. We think of businesses that way. I say to myself 
‘just increase the price a penny and that’s another $450 thousand per day for Berkshire.’ I 
mean, it’s a nice sort of thing. When I go to bed at night, I figure by the time I wake up 200 
million Cokes will have been consumed. We’ve got some Gillette too, and every night I 
think about 2 billion men’s hair growing and 4 billion women’s legs with hair, and it goes all 
night when I sleep…” 
 
”Now you tell me whether you think there’s a penny, worldwide, of price flexibility per 
serving of Coke. Well, the answer is: you know there is.” 
— Warren Buffett, 1991 speech at Notre Dame

https://neckar.substack.com/p/buffetts-lectures-at-the-university
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Most people don’t realize this, but Coca Cola didn’t just pioneer soda - they pioneered coupons as a distribution 
strategy. Legend goes that in 1888, Asa Candler - a pharmacist in Atlanta - bought the recipe to a ‘tonic and 
headache remedy’ from a local chemist for a mere $2k; $70k in today’s dollars. Candler then re-branded the drink, 
inventing the famous “Coke” moniker, and launched the first ever coupon marketing campaign using magazines and 
direct mail to distribute slips of paper redeemable for a free $0.05 beverage.

The rest is history: from 1894-1913, 1 in 9 Americans tried a free Coke. At a $0.05 sticker price, the campaign cost a 
mere $425k - less than $15 million in today’s dollars - to bootstrap a brand that generates over $10 billion in annual 
US sales over a century later. As for Buffett, his $KO shares - diamond-handed for 33 years and counting - have 
returned 32x vs 23x for the S&P500, generating $10b+ of outperformance for Berkshire shareholders. In 2022 alone, 
Berkshire clipped a $700 million dividend from $KO. Talk about a moat!

Web2 Coupons
A century later, coupons are still here, but have evolved into the digital age. A very high-level overview of the third-
party rewards industry in the US today:

10b digital coupons are minted each year, of which roughly 7% or 700m are redeemed. The industry is highly-
competitive with 2.7k sites competing for consumer eyeballs and merchant partners. The top five networks - 
Rakuten, Groupon, Slickdeals, Honey, Ibotta - have saved users $80b+ since inception.

180m Americans, or 2/3rds of American adults, redeem a digital coupon every year. We assume user behavior 
follows a typical 80/20 Pareto curve, implying there are 35m power users who redeem coupons every three 
weeks and a long tail of 145m casual users who redeem once per year.

Given the publicly-reported financials of major platforms, we estimate annual GMV is around $30b (after 
discounts), implying an average ticket size of $45 [1]. Platforms charge merchants a commission of 10-20% [2], 
implying an annual revenue pool of $3-6b.

Print coupons are a different beast: the total number of printed coupons is an order of magnitude larger than 
digital, but redemption rates are more than order of magnitude lower [3]. Net-net, digital coupons outpaced 
physical coupons for the first time in 2020.

While web2 rewards platforms have saved consumers >$80b, the aggregate value created for shareholders probably 
rounds to zero. To put it plainly, rewards networks are bad standalone businesses. In fact, if you ever need a visual 

https://www.coca-colacompany.com/company/history/the-asa-candler-era
https://www.fool.com/investing/2023/01/27/how-much-warren-buffett-earned-coca-cola-dividend/
https://2247255.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/2247255/_NewCo/Vivvix%202022%20Promotions%20Trends.pdf
https://www.expertscoop.com/2020/05/paper-vs-digital-coupons.html
https://www.ibisworld.com/industry-statistics/number-of-businesses/daily-deals-sites-united-states/
https://global.rakuten.com/corp/news/update/2022/0719_01.html
https://investor.groupon.com/home/default.aspx
https://www.builtinla.com/2023/03/30/slickdeals-mobile-team-interview#:~:text=Slickdeals%20is%20a%20community%20of,from%20all%20the%20top%20retailers.
https://techcrunch.com/2019/11/20/paypal-to-acquire-shopping-and-rewards-platform-honey-for-4-billion/
https://home.ibotta.com/about/company/#:~:text=Ibotta%20has%20paid%20back%20over,on%20groceries%20and%20everyday%20purchases.
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/how-consumers-access-digital-coupons
https://www.pymnts.com/news/retail/2021/digital-coupon-redemption-finally-overtakes-print/
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representation of network effects eroding, you’d be hard pressed to find a better muse than Groupon, with its user 
base down >65%, revenues down >80%, and stock price down >99% from peaks:

As a pure-play publicly-traded company, Groupon is the most visible of many such cases. Rakuten bought its way 
into the space for $1b in 2014, and - despite growing GMV by 2.5x since then - generated a measly $63m of 
operating profits from that business in 2022 (i.e., a 6% yield on Rakuten’s equity check, at a time when US2Y yields 
4%+). Ibotta raised $245m and is pivoting to power first-party rewards ecosystem for huge merchants like Walmart, 
i.e. aiming to take home a smaller slice of hopefully-much-bigger pies. Honey sold to Paypal for $4b at the height of 
the fintech bubble, and is now fully-integrated into Paypal’s payments ecosystem. The data points in one direction: 
web2 rewards networks are not viable standalone businesses.

The more interesting question is, why not?

The proximate cause is poor user engagement and retention. The average Groupon user - and remember that simple 
averages obscure the Pareto nature of user behavior - redeems 1-2 coupons, worth $35-70 in GMV, before churning; 
of which Groupon takes home 30%, or $11-21, as gross profit.

Groupon’s cost to acquire a customer was >$25 during its growth years (+40m net user adds from ‘09-’12), meaning 
they lost money on the average incremental user. The company pulled back aggressively on marketing beginning in 
2018, bringing CAC down to $10 and LTV/CACs into positive territory (1-2x), but at the cost of letting the majority of 
active users churn off the network (-30m net users churned from ‘18-’22).

GROUPON: UNIT ECONOMICS Metrics Source

How long does the average user stick around? 5-10 months 30% retention (Q3’22)

(x) How often does the average user make an order? Every 4-5 months 2.7x per year (FY’22)

How many orders does the average user make before churning? 1-2 (calc)

(x) How large is the average order? (based on total cart size or GMV) $35 $36 average (FY’22)

How much does the average customer spend before churning? $35-$70 (calc)

(x) What is Groupon’s gross profit take-rate? (based on % of GMV) 30% FY’22 10-K

How much gross profit does Groupon earn per average user? (LTV) $11-$21 (calc)

(%) How much does it cost Groupon to acquire a user? (CAC) $10-$25 S-1, 10-Ks, TC

LTV / CAC
0.5x (during growth) to
2.0x (during runoff)

(calc)

https://techcrunch.com/2014/09/09/rakuten-buys-ebates-for-1-billion/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAADOZXwmtx9OKhlt656O3aQvMgyAMjqeTxOJjDOORBu0V5F61_iBkXRQxHJl-VnpayVGBj9TgfHaJ4c9Xns8OUJ-2bc7qqIflJToBEuDs0lGD6vswMayIdfPBH92ILjoosdK745SEpt1jKmB4RTwujy4WmHUM0uLNHfqrBRBqXGYM
https://www.statista.com/statistics/586575/ebates-gross-merchandise-sales-quarter/
https://www.bloomberg.com/markets/rates-bonds/government-bonds/us
https://www.adexchanger.com/the-sell-sider/ibotta-ceo-bryan-leach-on-transitioning-from-a-cash-back-app-to-cash-everywhere-retail-media/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/paypal-completes-acquisition-of-honey-300981363.html
https://www.ecommercebytes.com/2022/10/17/paypal-leverages-4-billion-acquisition-of-honey-with-new-rewards-program/#:~:text=PayPal%20Leverages%20%244%20Billion%20Acquisition%20of%20Honey%20with%20New%20Rewards%20Program,-October%2017%2C%202022&text=Three%20years%20after%20buying%20shopping,program%20into%20its%20own%20programs.
https://s22.q4cdn.com/731250486/files/doc_financials/2022/q3/Q3-2022-Earnings-Call_2022-11-07-22-00-00_Transcript.pdf](https://s22.q4cdn.com/731250486/files/doc_financials/2022/q3/Q3-2022-Earnings-Call_2022-11-07-22-00-00_Transcript.pdf
https://www.bamsec.com/filing/149028123000022?cik=1490281
https://www.bamsec.com/filing/149028123000022?cik=1490281
https://www.bamsec.com/filing/149028123000022?cik=1490281
https://www.bamsec.com/filing/144530512000922?cik=1490281
https://www.bamsec.com/companies/1490281/groupon-inc
https://techcrunch.com/2011/07/15/groupon-s-1-key-numbers-missing/
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So Groupon’s unit economics were always doomed due to poor user engagement and retention. Groupon is a two-
sided network, so low user engagement is synonymous with low supply-side utilization. In fact, Groupon reported that 
75% of deals sell less than 10 units per month, despite them having 14m active users on the platform.

Again, the more interesting question is, why?

We count five key factors:

1) Low-quality inventory. It’s remarkable that Groupon spent a decade in the public markets - with a peak sales 
force of nearly 6k - without implementing any sort of outcome-based sales incentives. This drove artificial inflation 
of the supply-side with inventory that provided little value to users, and was effectively a direct wealth transfer 
from shareholders to the sales team’s pockets. Per the company’s own admission from (now-former…) CEO 
Kedar Deshpande, just two weeks ago:

“Sales reps now have very specific target merchants. They are responsible for acquiring 
by vertical and geographic location… This is departure from our previous structure 
when the sales reps had the freedom to bring on any merchant with any deal structure 
and still make their sales quotas. Second, we are aligning the sales compensation to 
the performance of the deals and merchants that bring on the marketplace. In other 
words, they will be compensated based on the output of their deals, not just the number 
of deals launched or merchants acquired.” — Q4’22 earnings call

2) Indiscriminate supply growth. Groupon’s initial model was based on deeply discounted group buys. For 
users, the value proposition was very clear: half-off. But since there’s limited capacity available at deep discounts, 
to chase growth Groupon eventually expanded beyond the original Deals product to an Offers product (15% 
discounts on always-on inventory) and even a Market-rate product (0% discounts with cash-back rewards). 
Groupon also began allowing merchant self-onboarding, which quickly grew to represent the majority of new 
inventory. While this sort of indiscriminate supply growth helps hit quarterly numbers, without careful execution it 
erodes user trust and with it the long-term value of the network:

“Our current Deals have too many restrictions… Not every merchant wants to run a deeply-
discounted Deal and even for those who do, a deeply-discounted Deal may not make 
sense at all times… By providing a full catalog offering to our customers, we believe we 
can unlock customer purchase frequency and drive billings growth.” — Q1’21 investor deck 
 
“With self-service, North America continues to leverage our improved platform to help our 
merchant partners to launch and help their deals and also to bring new merchant partners 
to our marketplace. In fact, in September, over 75% of our new inventory onboarded 
through self-service.” — Q3’22 earnings call

3) Weak local network effects. Despite local merchants driving >90% of Groupon’s revenues and gross profits, 
historically they’ve operated with a top-down management structure that prevented local network effects from 
emerging. When local managers aren’t given autonomy, they lack the credibility to form strong commercial 

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/groupon-inc-nasdaq-grpn-q4-070257882.html?guccounter=1
https://www.statista.com/statistics/273249/number-of-groupons-sales-representatives/
https://www.bizjournals.com/chicago/news/2023/03/31/groupon-ceo-gransition-deshpande-senkypl.html#:~:text=Groupon%20CEO%20Kedar%20Deshpande%2C%20right,interim%20CEO%20Dusan%20Senkypl%2C%20left.&text=Interim%20CEO%20Dusan%20Senkypl%20is,in%20the%20past%20three%20years.
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/groupon-inc-nasdaq-grpn-q4-070257882.html
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/sa_presentations/632/69632/original.pdf
https://www.marketscreener.com/quote/stock/GROUPON-INC-9350075/news/Transcript-Groupon-Inc-Q3-2022-Earnings-Call-Nov-07-2022-42235556/
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relationships with local merchants. Groupon finally acknowledged the power of local network effects, announcing 
a pivot to a “hyper-local” strategy on their last earnings call:

“Our new merchant acquisition strategy will be centered on fulfilling consumer intent by 
acquiring higher quality inventory that we know consumers want, instead of acquiring more 
for the sake of more. To do this, we are implementing a hyper local merchant acquisition 
approach, which is focused on acquiring the right merchant in the right category, the right 
location and with the right deal structure. In the first step of our hyper local approach, we 
are prioritizing merchant acquisition in our top 5 U.S. markets... Once we have proof of the 
concept, we expect to expand this hyper local approach to other North America and 
European capitals…. To do this, each of our top markets will be led by a city CEO, who will 
be responsible for leading inventory acquisition and management and the performance of 
overall market.” — Q4’22 earnings call

4) Platform risk. Groupon started as an email newsletter. When Google added the “promotions” tab to Gmail in 
2013, Groupon’s email conversion rate - which drove 40% of volumes at the time - fell by 10% QoQ. Groupon 
pivoted to mobile (along with the rest of the world), which now generates >80% of volumes. However, mobile has 
its own platform risks, since iOS users - which drive the vast majority of revenues - are subject to Apple’s 30% tax 
and ongoing technical whims. Short of having a direct, disintermediated relationship with users, Groupon will 
perpetually run the risk of an exogenous shocks to unit economics:

“Mobile customers spend more and they spend significantly more. They take longer to 
activate - roughly 30% longer to activate - and the reason for this is, in part because if you 
think about our email business, our current push business is very sophisticated. We send a 
couple of emails a day, are one of the largest emailers in the world, highly-visual, we’ve 
gotten very good at it, and built a bunch of technology around email. 
 
The adoption of mobile has been so extreme and so recent that we’ve yet to become a 
sophisticated in mobile as we are in email. We send one push notification today instead of 
multiple and we just don’t have the same kind of relevancy sophistication that we have on 
the email side. As we build that out over the next several quarters, we hope to gain parity 
over time. That’s the reason why, even though people are downloading our app like crazy, 
it’s not translating into the unit growth.” — Q3’13 earnings call

5) No user ownership ⇒ no user loyalty. The biggest roadblock to Groupon’s unit economics is their 70% 
annual user churn. In any business, it’s extremely difficult to compound value when growth is a matter of 1 step 
forward, 2 steps back. Groupon recently started issuing G-Bucks - site credits that are non-redeemable for cash, 
expire in 180 days, and whose terms can be arbitrarily changed by Groupon - in a weak attempt at improving 
user retention:

“We are also testing ways to leverage Groupon incentives as a means to get new 
customers to browse and engage with our full catalog of inventories. In our initial test, we 

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/groupon-inc-nasdaq-grpn-q4-070257882.html
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2013/11/14/groupon-hit-hard-gmails-changes-rethinks-e-mail/
https://appleinsider.com/articles/23/01/08/the-cost-of-doing-business-apples-app-store-fees-explained#:~:text=On%20the%20iOS%2C%20iPadOS%2C%20watchOS,App%20Store%20Small%20Business%20Program.
https://interestingengineering.com/culture/apples-privacy-cut-278-billion
https://seekingalpha.com/article/1820822-groupons-ceo-discusses-q3-2013-results-earnings-call-transcript
https://www.groupon.com/legal/specialprograms
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are giving  Groupon Bucks to customers when they purchase our full-price market-rate 
inventory. Our hypothesis is that by providing this additional value via G Bucks, it will 
incentivize customers to purchase our full-price inventory and get them back to Groupon 
later to use their G Bucks and make another purchase. Our initial test results have been 
promising: we have seen anywhere from 6% to 22% lift in conversion, depending on the 
test.” — Q3’22 earnings call

Web3 Coupons
How does a decentralized protocol stand up to the above criteria? Pretty damn well:

Programmatic incentives can reward participants proportional to the gross profit generated for the network, or 
with some other reward scheme if appropriate (analogous to proof-of-coverage).

Supply constraints can be managed with staking/slashing mechanisms, protocol rules for acceptable inventory, or 
by decentralized governance.

Local network effects are strengthened, since there is no need to pay a large take-rate to shareholders, a larger 
share of value accrues to local networks (analogous to DeWi unlocking value for ISPs/landowners).

Platform risk is greatly reduced in a model where users directly own tokens given the nature of a decentralized 
global platform like Ethereum vs centralized American corporations like Google/Apple as counterparties.

User ownership is a core feature of tokenized models - rather than “G-Bucks”, users get inalienable utility / 
economic / governance rights to an open-source protocol. Which of the two pictures below feels more likely to 
screw you over?

The Internet Financial System is a new paradigm that creates opportunities for lousy businesses, like wireless 
telecommunications, to be replaced by open ecosystems secured by cryptography and game theory. Consider what a 
rewards network built on open rails might look like:

Can token incentives drive higher engagement among power users? There’s 35m power users who redeem 
coupons every three weeks. With token incentives, would they redeem a coupon every week? It’s ambitious, but 
feels achievable given web3 protocols driving 4-5x retention improvements with airdrops (see: Spindl x Blur).

Can token incentives turn some casual users into power users? There’s 145m casual users who redeem coupons 
once a year. With token incentives, would 5-10% become power users? Given the Pareto principle, this would 
drive meaningful growth to overall market size. 

Groupon Bucks terms of use
Univ2 Factory contract

https://s22.q4cdn.com/731250486/files/doc_financials/2022/q3/Q3-2022-Earnings-Call_2022-11-07-22-00-00_Transcript.pdf
https://docs.helium.com/blockchain/proof-of-coverage/
https://ev3.xyz/the-unit-economics-of-decentralized-wireless/
https://blog.spindl.xyz/p/the-blur-blitzkrieg
https://www.groupon.com/legal/specialprograms
https://etherscan.io/address/0x5C69bEe701ef814a2B6a3EDD4B1652CB9cc5aA6f#code
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Can token incentives unlock bigger-ticket purchases? Churn is the biggest hurdle to offering discounts on bigger-
ticket items. With incentives that explicitly reward retention, coupons for larger orders make more sense since 
merchants have more “at-bats” over which to earn back the discount.

What take-rates could a network support with strong retention? If Groupon could improve average user retention 
to 3 years (vs 5-10 months today), they could theoretically bring take-rates as low as 5% (vs 30% today) while 
generating equal-or-better LTVs. How much could user activity grow with 6x lower take-rates?

We’re certainly not the first to this idea - we count at least a dozen related projects that have collectively raised $85m 
in seed capital over the past year:

NFT-based loyalty platforms, including companies focused on enterprise-scale brands - e.g., Hang (raised $16m 
& partnered with Budweiser, Asics, BleacherReport), Forum3 (raised $10m & partnered with Starbucks), and 
Glow Labs (raised $4m & partnered with Neopets, Barbie, Forever21) - and others focused on medium-sized 
brands - e.g., TryYourBest (raised $10m), Kalder (raised $3m), and Flaunt & Taco (undisclosed raises).

Other web3 teams building adjacent ideas include Cub3 (raised $8.5m) & Narratic building loyalty programs for 
web2 customers on top fungible tokens rather than NFTs; Spindl (raised $7m) and Sesame Labs (raised $4.5m) 
building attribution & marketing platforms for web3-native customers; and Spatial Labs (raised $10m) & Blackbird 
(raised $11m) building verticalized protocols for fashion/media and restaurants, respectively.

Last-but-not-least, there are a handful of rewards networks around the world have gotten to scale in their 
respective markets, and who have a possible path towards bootstrapping a decentralized rewards network with 
their web2 business. For example, Kard in the US (raised $23m) connects 10m+ fintech app users to its 
merchant rewards; Drop in Canada (raised $74m) serves 5m+ users; Twid in India (raised $12m) has 40m+ 
registered users and CashKaro (raised $36m) serves 2m users; and ShopBack in Singapore ($390m raised) 
serves 35m+ users and does $2b+ of annual GMV (more than Groupon).

At EV3, we are actively investing and contributing to open networks - if you’re a builder or investor working on 
decentralized rewards networks, hit us up.

Footnotes

[1] Groupon reported $1.8b in gross billings, $0.6b in revenues, $0.5b in gross profits, and -$172m of free cash flows 
on a consolidated basis in 2022; their business is ~70% US by gross profits. Rakuten Rewards reported $10b+ of 
gross billings, $1.0b in revenue, and $63m of operating income in 2022; Honey reported $0.1b in revenue at the time 
of the Paypal acquisition (2018), growing 100% YoY. Ibotta claims $15b+ sales per year through their app.

[2]  Groupon charges 15-25%; Slickdeals 1.0-8.5%, Honey 0.5-10%, Ibotta 3-10%, Rakuten $0.99 plus 8-20%. 

[3] Per Vivvix 2022 Trends & Insights report, print coupon distributions were 125b (vs 10b digital) and redemption 
rates were 0.25% (vs 7% digital) in 2021.

https://www.hang.xyz/
https://www.forum3.com/
https://www.glowlabs.xyz/
https://www.tyb.xyz/
https://kalder.app/dashboard
https://www.flaunt.xyz/
https://www.taco.xyz/
https://cub3.com/
https://narratic.xyz/
https://www.spindl.xyz/
https://sesamelabs.xyz/about/
https://www.slabs.one/
https://www.blackbird.xyz/
https://www.getkard.com/
https://www.joindrop.com/
https://twidpay.com/
https://cashkaro.com/
https://www.shopback.sg/
mailto:sal@ev3.xyz
https://www.bamsec.com/filing/149028123000022?cik=1490281
https://rakuten.today/blog/fy2022-and-q4-results.html#:~:text=Rakuten%20Rewards%20achieved%20significant%20growth,momentum%20in%20consumer%20behavior%20trends.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/586575/ebates-gross-merchandise-sales-quarter/
https://fortune.com/2019/11/21/paypal-honey-acquisition-worth-4-billion/
https://www.adexchanger.com/the-sell-sider/ibotta-ceo-bryan-leach-on-transitioning-from-a-cash-back-app-to-cash-everywhere-retail-media/
https://marketplace.groupon.com/support/solutions/articles/5000808521-deal-commission-rates
https://d3.harvard.edu/platform-digit/submission/slickdeals-monetizing-frugality/
https://thestrategystory.com/2021/09/01/how-does-honey-make-money-business-model/
https://www.notion.so/761b3de30b6847bdaa397fb09d8ed128
https://www.datafeedwatch.com/blog/selling-on-rakuten#:~:text=Rakuten%20seller%20fees&text=a%20listing%20fee%20of%20%240.99,on%20the%20items%20you%20sell.
https://2247255.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/2247255/_NewCo/Vivvix%202022%20Promotions%20Trends.pdf

